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SUPPLEMENTAL SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

RELATED TO STATION BLACKOUT

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY

BYRON NUCLEAR p0WER STATION, UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2

BRAIDWOOD NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT NOS 1 AND 2

DOCKET NOS. STN 50 454. STN $0-455, STN 50 456 AND STN _50 457

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The NRC staff's Safety Evaluation (SE) pertaining to the licensee's initial
responses to the Station Blackout (580) Rule, 10 CFR $0.63, was transmitted
to the licensee, for the Byron and Braidwood Stations, by letter dated August 6,
1990. Each of the Byron and Braidwood stations have two units, and the
licensee proposes to use the excess capacity of a non-blacked-out (NBO) unit's
emergency diesel generator (EDG) to supply the SB0 loads of the blacked-out
unit. The excess capacity is defined as that available above that required to
power the normal loss of offsite power (LOOP) loads of the non-blacked-out
unit. The staff found that the proposed ED0s that were to serve as the
Alternate AC (AAC) power source did not have sufficient excess capacity to
qualify as AAC power sources, i.e., they did not meet the excess capacity
guidance of NUMARC 87 00 Supplemental Questions / Answers and Major Assumptions,
dated December 27,1989 (issued to the industry by NUMARC, January 4,1989).

Several recommendations were itemized in the NRC staff's SE which the staff
considered were needed to bring the Byron and Braidwood Stations into
conformance with the SB0 Rule. The licensee responded to the SE, and
particularly to the recommendations, by letter dated November 2, 1990.

2.0 EVALUATION

The licensee's responses to eSch of the NRC staff's recommendations are
evaluated below.

2.1 Station Blackout Duration

SE Recommendation (Braidwood only): The licensee should verify that grid
related events that have occurred at Braidwood Station since its commercial
operation date are not symptomatic of underlying or growing grid instability,
and are not indicative of a loss-of-offsite power frequency greater than once

|
in 20 years.

Licensee Response: The licensee addressed the two LOOP events cited in the
NRC's contractor's, Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), TER.
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An event which occurred on March 2, 1989, was the result of a 345 kV lightning
arrestor on an auxiliary transformar at the LaSalle station. The resulting
single line-to ground fault was cleared by circuit breaker operation at the
LaSalle station.

An event which occurred on March 28, 1990, was caused by an insulator failure
on the 345 kV transmission system near the LaSalle station. This too was
cleared by circuit breaker operation at LaSalle.

Each of the two events resulted in a momentary voltage dip at the Braidwood
station. This voltage dip initiated a low power interlock on the radiation
monitors at Braidwood and caused isolation of some ventilation systems.
Offsite power was not lost.

The licensee evaluated the two grid events and concluded that the events
were the result of transmission system component failures and not indicative
of grid instability or widespread transmission system unreliability. Based on
the licensee's description of the events, the staff agrees that these events
are not indicative of a loss-of-offsite power frequency greater than once in
20 years. Thus, the required coping duration remains at 4 hours. Had the
1989 and 1990 events been symptomatic of widespread transmission system
unreliability, the required coping duration would have been 16 hours.

2.2 Proposed AAC Power Source

SE Recommendation: The licensee should undertake further measures such as
providing a separate AAC source or a coping analysis which shows that the
plant can cope with, and recover from, an SB0 for the required duration
independent of AC power.

Licensee Response: The licensee stated that the EDG loading had been
re evaluated using equipment design requirements for the loads as opposed to
overly conservative motor ratings. Also, actual motor efficiencies rather
than assumed efficiencies were used for the larger motor loads. The licensee
stated that UFSAR Table 8.3-5 would be revised to reflect these changes and to
correct some errors that were identified during the 5B0 review.

The licensee presented a table (Table 1) of the revised loads for the worst
case SB0 scenario that could occur at the Byron or Braidwood statior.s. The
heaviest EDG loading occurs for a blackout on Byron 2. The licensee states
that the Byron EDG loading is higher than Braidwood's due to mechanical draf t
cooling tower power requirements at Byron. Braidwood has a passive cooling
lake for its L.ltimate heat sink. EDG loading for an 580 on Unit 2 is greater
because Unit 1 powers a motor driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumo which
would-not be powered for an SB0 on Unit 1. The motor driven AFW pump would be
powered for an SB0 on Unit 2, since discretionary load shedding is not
permitted on the NB0 unit for the purpose of qualifying the EDGs for use as
excess capacity AAC sources.
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For the Byron ? SB0 case, the load tabulation shows a total load of 4567 kW
on the NB0 unit, and 1135 kW on the SB0 unit, resulting in a combined load of
5702 kW as compared to the 5934 kW rating of the EDG (2000 hour rating). The
licensee considers the loading analysis to be conservative and lists a number
of conservative assumptions used in the analysis. These include the use of
several design loads in the analysis which exceed actual loads. Also, the
NB0 unit loads include the residual heat removal pump and the motor driven
auxiliary feedwater pump (although the auxiliary feedwater function could be
supplied by the 100% capacity AC independent diesel driven auxiliary feedwater
pump).

Based on our review of the loading tabulation, and the assumptions used, the
NRC staff concludes that the EDGs at the Byron and Braidwood Stations have
sufficient excess capacity to quslify as excess capacity AAC sources in
confoimance with the SB0 rule.

2.3 Class 1E Battery Capacity

SE Recommendation:

The licensee is required to conduct an assessnert to verify that the battery
has sufficient capacity to power all normal battery-backed monitoring and
electrical systems and controls for the required SB0 duration, and recovery
therefrom, or provide battery charging from an independent AAC power source.

Licensee pesponse:

The licensee stated that the revised EDG loading qualifies the remaining EDG
(following an SB0 on one unit and single failure of one EDG on the other unit)
as an AAC source, and the AAC source will provide normal charging to one train
of the Class 1E batteries for each unit within approximately 10 minutes after
the onset of an SBO,

Based on the above, the NRC staff finds that the licensee has adequately
addressed the staff's concern pertaining to the adequacy of the Class 1E
batteries.

2.4 Compressed Air

SE Recommendation: The licensee should provide an acceptable AAC source that
meets the SB0 rule and provide means for powering the atmospheric dump valves
(ADVs) from the control room, or provide alternate means for achieving decay
heat removal during an SD0 event. Whatever method is chosen, the licensee
should simulate the proposed procedure and provide the appropriate operator
training to ensure the decay heat removal can be adequately maintained.

Licensee Response: The licensee stated that (1) the revised EDG loading now
qualifies the remaining EDG as an AAC source and that two of the four

ADVs will be powered by the AAC source,(3)(2) there are no air operated valvesrelied upon to cope with an SB0 event, decay heat is released to the

.
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'atmosphere through modulation of the ADVs and main steam safety valves, and

(4) the company i:urrently simulates this decay heat removal operating scenario !
and trains the operators appropriately.

'

,

Based on the above response by the licensee, the NRC staf f finds that its !
concern with the adequacy of compressed air has been satisfactorily addressed. j

- f2.$ Effects of Loss of Ventilation

SE Recommendation: The licensee should provide en independent AAC source that
provides the HVAC systems that serve the dominant areas of concern (DACs) or ,

'provide an analysis that verifies the operability of the 500 equipment will
' - not be degraded for the required $B0 duration and recovery therefrom. .

Licensee Response: The licensee states that the revised EDG loading scenario
qualifies the EDG as an AAC source which powers all normal LOOP safe shutdown

'

HVAC systems serving dominant areas of concern. The licensee discussed in
.

- detail the worst-case loading scenario-(Divisions 11 and 21 powered).'

Although the loading scenario was shown only for the worst case scenario, the ;
4

licensee stated that all ventilation systems shown to be used for the 500 can '

be powered from any single EDG directly or via the electrical crosstie -

(between units). :

i

The licensee discussed HVAC systems for the control room, auxiliary electrical
equipment room, miscellaneous electrical equipment rooms, essential battery
rooms, and diesel generator rooms. The licensee stat 6d that during an SB0 the
auxiliary building ventilation (VA) system would not be operable. However, y

two charcoal booster fans will operate to provide ventilation in the general
areas and maintain negative pressure in the auxiliary building. For the
motor-driven auxiliary feed water--(AFW) pump area, power-operated control
dampers are provided in the supply duct to divert induced air into the pump

,

' area. The licensee stated that analyses indicate that the temperature in the
; component-cooling water (CCW) pump area and the AFW pump area will be below

-the environmental qualification design basis with both the motor-driven AFW
pumps and two CCW pumps in operation. ,

The licensM stated that the normal ventilation system for the essential
service water pump residual heat removel pump, and the centrifugal charging

-

-

pump cubicles, would not be available during an 5B0. However, each pump room
is provided with cubicle coolers to provide primary cooling to maintain -

operating temperatures within acceptable limits. ,

Based on tho'above, and on the loading tabulations presented by the licensee, '

: .the NRC staff finds that the licensee has adequately addressed the effects of -

loss of ventilation during an 580. We find this to be acceptable.

2.6 Containment Isolation

SE Recommendation: The licensee should-provide an acceptable AAC power source
L that provides power to the needed containment isolation valves (CIVs) or provide
i

.
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alternate means to assure appropriate containment integrity for the requirtd
4

coping duration.

Licensee Hesponse: The licensee stated that a list of CIVs of concern was
generated in accordance with NUMARC criteria. Where redundant ClYs exist in
series, the AAC source will be used to close one of the two CIVs with
indication in the control room. The remaining CIVs of concern are either 125
volt de or can be locally operated or closed with control room or local
position indication. Procedures will provide for the necessary actions, and a
list of valves which require local position verification will be included.

The NRC staff finds the licensee's response to be acceptable.

2.7 Reactor Coolant inventory

SE Recommendation: The licensee should provide on independent AAC pt.
source of sufficient capacity and capability to provide power to the
systems to maintain adequate reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory or .

s e

an assessment that there will be adequate RCS inventory to ensure contincer.
core cooling for the required SB0 duration and recovery therefrom.

Licensee Response: The licensee stated that the revised EDG loading scenu -

qualitles the LDG as an AAC source and the AAC source powers a centrifugl
charging pump on each unit to provide necessary RCS make up for inventory
control.

We find the licensee's response to be consistent with the staff's
recomendation and, therefore, acceptable.

2.8 proposed Modifications

SE Recommendation: The licensee should provide a full description including
the nature and objectives of the required modifications to meet the SB0 rule
and a proposed schedule for implementation.

Licensee Response: The licensee stated that no modifications are required
since an existing EDG will be used as the AAC source.

| The NRC staff has found that the existing'EDGs qualify as AAC sources,
l Therefore, the staff accepts the licensee s statement that no modifications are

required.'

P.9 Quality Assurance and Technical Specifications

SE Recommendation _:_ The licensee should verify that SB0 equipment is covered
by an appropriate QA program consistent with the guidance of Regulatory Guide
(RG)1.155. Further, this evaluation should be documented as part of the
package supporting the SB0 rule response.

Licensee Response: The licensee stated that equipment relied upon to operate
during an SB0 is covered by existing QA requirements or Technical Specification

,
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programs which are consistent with the guidance of RG 1.155, and that supsort
documents will include a listing of equipment used for SB0 and indicate tie
applicable Quality Program.

We find the licensee's response to be consistent with the NRC staff recomen-
dation.

In addition to the recommendations, the staff's SE so ted staff positions and
expectationspertainingtoproceduresandtraining,andtoanEOGreliability
program. The licensee s response stated that they currently have an EDG
reliability program which conforms to R.G. 1.155. The licensee also stated
that the AC power restoration procedures, severe weather procedures and other
station emergency procedures have oeen reviewed and have been or will be
modified to meet the NUMARC guidelines. The NRC staff finds this to be an
acceptable commitment.

3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

TheNRCstaff'sSafetyEvaluation(SE)pertainingtothelicensee'sinitial
responsestotheStationBlackout(SBO) Rule,10CFR50.63,wastransmitted

.

to the licensee by letter dated August 6, 1990. The staff found the
licensee's proposed method of coping with an SB0 to be unacceptable, primarily
because the proposed AAC source did not have sufficient excess capacity to
qualify as an AAC source. The licensee responded to this concern and staff's
other recommendations by letter dated November 2, 1990.

The liccasee re-evaluated the LOOP loads and the SB0 loads using equipment
design requirements for the loads as opposed to overly conservative motor
ratings. Also, actual motor efficiencies rather than assumed efficiencies were
used for the larger motor loads. The licensee stated that UFSAR Table 8.3 5
would be revised to reflect these changes and to correct some errors that were
identified during the SB0 review. Based on the load reevaluation and the
licensee's commitment to revhe the UFSAR, the staff now finds that the
proposed AAC power source qualifies as an excess capacity AAC source consistent
witn the SB0 rule and associated guidance.

The licensee's responses to each of the staff's recommendations have been
evaluated in this Supplemental Safety Evaluation (SSE) and found to be
acceptable. The NRC staff, therefore, concludes that the licensee's proposed
method of coping with an SB0 conforms to the SB0 rule. However, the licensee
should maintain all documentation supporting the SB0 submittals available for
further inspection and assessment as may be undertaken by the NRC to audit
conformance to the SB0 rule.

Principal Contributor: A. Toalston

Date: March 14, 1991
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